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It seems almost a lifetime ago, when the founder of the blog and I were up in arms a little bit and expressed our disgust with the upcoming Pathfinder Second Edition. I'm a businessman, though, so I have part of it, but Mark and I still share a number of the same concerns. Here it is, half a year or so later, and I've finally taken the plunge and decided to look at
Pathfinder 2E. I have a lot of opinions, not all of them? I'm not totally sure how exactly I feel about this game yet, but – after my first reading – I'm pretty sure this will be a love/hate divisive type game. This is nothing new in the overtatop role playing community. What brings this new addition to SKUs' Paizo collection, though? My initial reactions to a new
pathfinder RPG OK, after the start of the chest thumping about not wanting a new edition or being thrown into a money sink, I couldn't help but take a look at the second edition of Dungeons' son &amp;&amp; Dragons. In many ways, I actually like what I'm seeing. Similarly, I see some things that concern me. Without burying the track, I'll say I'm definitely
interested in trying out the playtest. There are enough things I like about what Paizo's team has done here to have me interested in playing. So, score a point for nerds with a business sense. These things that concern me, however, I feel like I can turn off a number of people. I haven't bothered to look online yet and see what others are saying or even read
any of the playtest comments that are already available online. I wanted to avoid dyeing my own views before writing this. I feel, though, either this game is going to do very well or not as close as the editor expects. I guess time will tell. A note point: I know Mark had mentioned in his previous post at the top that the playtest would come out and 12 months later
the final version would be out, forcing people to re-learn the rules. I remember the first Pathfinder Playtest. I don't remember any sweep change that made it look like a big deal. What about you, internetlandia guys? Take this with a grain of salt, however, because I didn't see anything important with the changes between D&amp;D 3E and D&amp;D 3.5. I may
not get so caught up in the endless rules of minutia. Pathfinder Second Edition has no Races! Really, this section is supposed to be about what's new in this version of Pathfinder, but I thought this would get your attention. In addition, it is absolutely, 100% true... Sorta. Paizo decided due to the somewhat problematic term of race for his character. Instead, the
characters will have ancestry. Therefore, the concept of a player character race remains, but they call it something different. are in charge of something different. While racist jokes about the gnome pointing of have done what Dungeons &amp;& amp; Dragons Fifth Edition promised to make- they made the choice of race stuff throughout their character's
career. I have to keep in mind: Wizards of the Coast did not keep their promise. Paizo ended up doing exactly what he hoped WotC would do and even what it sounded like if they were saying they would do with 5E racing in their new Pathfinder 2nd Ed. Ancestries. All ancestries in the game receive two bonus stats to +2 and a -2 modifier to an attribute. The
exception to this, of course, is human ancestry. Instead, they receive only two bonuses. Ah, talking about racing and eliminating them, there is no more half orc or half elf race. Instead, the option of being Half-Elf or Half-Orc is an option you can choose as a human. So, in a way, these half-breeds are human variants. After racial attribute modifiers, the
characters also receive a handful of racial skills. The bonus languages have changed quite a bit, offering only one of a small handful with an Intelligence 14 or better. However, the last part of a character's ancestry is his exploits of ancestry. My friends, feats are everywhere in this game. This is one of those parts that I think is going to lead to some problems
for the players out there. Some will love it. Some hate it. At the first level, players choose a feat of ancestry for their characters. They also manage to choose other feats of ancestry as they level. This lends idle to greater customization and optimization, but it also means for those interested in paralysis analysis in OG Pathfinder and some versions of DnD,
you may end up facing more of it in this edition. Options, Options, Yes Options, Pathfinder Second Edition is full of options for customization and optimization. I think they do a good job of making this clear through every aspect of the game. To try to set everything for you here without reprinting the rules in full will be a bit of a challenge. If you haven't already
and want to learn more about what I'm talking about, have a gander yourself by downloading the Pathfinder 2nd Ed. Playtest rulebook for free from Paizo. I started playing Advanced Dungeons &amp;& amp; Dragons Second Edition. At the time, shooting was the main way to determine the attributes of a character. The standard matrix and point purchase
were optional. As the years and editions continued, the standard matrix and spot-buying became more frequent with filming taking a back seat except for old grognards like me. In the latter incarnation of the game, buying points is front and center. For the first time, I don't hate it I'll tell you why, but. Everyone starts with a 10 in each attribute, then they get
ancestry modifiers, then background modifiers, then class modifiers, then four more impulses. Okay, I like it, because I like big numbers and, unless you're specifically trying not to, get an 18 in the primary attribute is fairly guaranteed. These same bonuses apply with the optional matrix and rolling as well. Of course, with shooting it could go either way. And,
some are going to draw the comparison between gritty fantasy and super heroic fantasy with characters starting with these kinds of statistics, so we know it's not for everyone. This doesn't stop with classes. Since the 3rd edition, classes have offered endless special and unique skills to the players' characters. I think the 4th edition was where I first remember
it was more customizable, choosing which skills or powers our characters had access to. Pathfinder brought archetypes, plate books, and more to help make classes feel more unique. The reality is, however, that this was a number of additions and limited customization for these newer versions, including 5E. Entrapments and stylization is where
personalization really comes in. However, in Pathfinder Second Edition, you are again picking up feats from the first level and beyond in order to make this character different than others of the same class. The key question here is, players will have to know their characters, their capabilities, and how it all works. Traditionally, we all rely on the Master of Play
to adjudicate rules. As such, they tend to serve as rules, knowing what everyone's character can do. After all, a fighter is a fighter, isn't he? In Pathfinder Second Edition, you kind of flip that notion in your head. Players build the classes of their characters into what they want them to be. One of the benefits of this is the simplification of multiclass through this
method. Multiclassing is now the result of spending class exploits on multiclass feats. Its characters have a single level, not levels spread against several different classes. This also eliminates the complication of dealing with class or favored skills, remembering that the character is leveling up, etc. Of course, overall, building your character class in this very
personalized way means that players will have to pay more attention. The GM —and any other player of the same class— will not necessarily have as deep a knowledge and familiarity as they would have done in other d20 variations. This is not going to sit well with some players. Meanwhile, those people who treat optimization as a game in itself will have a
blast with it. Skills in Pathfinder Second Edition I like skill-based role playing games. Mark noted that the system ranked 3x and Pathfinder type of freshly broke. Players would work together to achieve specific skills, so it was difficult to fool the Personally, I don't find that a design failure, but I'm not the kind of heavy mechanics either. I enjoyed being able to
build the skills of a character as I saw fit. I could see like other abuse the system, however. Fifth edition Dungeons &amp;& amp; Dragons tried to address this problem by bringing in Propiciencies. Yes, the 2nd ed. Game I started also had competition, but the 5th edition did it differently. If you were proficient at a skill, you have a bonus based on your level
and some feats, class skills etc. could grant additional bonuses to skills. Personally, I was not a fan of this solution. This meant that everyone with the skill, more or less, had about the same competence in skill. This new game has competition, but there are different levels of competition – trained, skilled and mastered. Whatever level of competition you give a
specific level-based bonus. This is not yet the skill point maneuver I enjoyed in earlier versions of the game, but it provides variance, which might be good enough for me. Honestly, I'm not sure yet. This will be another point of contention for the players out there. Some like skills. Some don't. Some like point-by-point skills. Some enjoy the competing approach.
Oh, and remember how you would debate about spending a feat on skill exploits? Yes, there is no more debate here. The character ends up receiving feats of skill in the second level— automatically prescribed in advance. Other things that matter in the new Pathfinder animal companions. I knew something had happened when I first saw the Table of
Contents and Animal Companions had their own section on the list. To be clear, it's not a long section, but it's interesting. Animal companions are an improved version of the bestiary's animals. They also grow in power as they level. More interesting is that they have a specific skill based on their type. The weason, for example, allows you to fix your opponent
and even get into a rage. Relatives grant specific skills, but they also have some customizations. How about gear? Weapons. Sure. A sword is a sword, isn't it? Well, some are one-handed, some are two-handed. Some have scope. Some don't. Some may use the Dex modifier instead of Str. Some do d6 damage, while others do d8 or d10. It's been like this
for years. Pathfinder Second Edition, however, carries aspects that make weapons more unique. The choice of weapons now matters in more than just terms of damage. Modiphius' Conan RPG did, but Pathfinder Second Edition has added some additional qualities. How about actions? Yes, even additional options in combat actions. I'm not just talking about
the choice between a load or cleave or a fireball, either. The characters have three actions to spend during their shift. Different activities require a different number of Take a spell, for example. The types of materials, somatic, verbal and material are different actions. Therefore, you can cast a spell that is verbal and somatic and still has an action left; Or, you
can cast a spell using all three and exhaust your actions for that turn. Turn. previously talked about the different game modes. What a previous blog commenter stated is absolutely correct. This is nothing new. Breaking it like this, however, provided a compartmental way to provide guidance to GMs on how to run different parts of the game. It's not much like
there are specific or different rules for these or that are some kind of sub-game. Global First Impressions of Pathfinder 2E Actually, I can't say I saw too new in my first review of the material. There were a lot of things that are new to the system itself, but not new to DPRks. The dedication to personalization is, as I said throughout the system. This is going to
go a long way with a number of players. Will that be enough? This level of customization will frighten others. Meanwhile, how so many elements of the game have gathered – from ancestries and classes to weapons and animal companions – means that they have opened the flood gates to produce additional material to publish and sell. It also paves the way
for third-party publishers and homebrewers. I can see that classes can potentially provide more of a challenge – and even aneus – than in the previous edition of Pathfinder. The other part of this is that, unchecked, you can end up with a lot of overlap between officer, 3pp, and homebrew. Three other quick elements: Human ancestry is tied to specific regions
within the Pathfinder tradition. Although Paizo did a great job of building Golarion, I like my own establishment options, so I'm not required to know much official tradition. Sound.... Uh, I get it, but don't dig it. They also got rid of 0 level spells and brought cantrips, as they have done in 5e. That means unlimited spells for castes, which I know made a big
difference to the spells in my fifth edition games. Also, no more confirmation reviews —thanks to the gods. I'll definitely be giving Pathfinder Second Edition a try. My eldest is super excited about it since I went through the book and some of the changes with it. So, you'll be hearing more about it, I'm sure. Addendum: For fun, I would try to create two
characters of the same race and class and show how different they are at different levels. I came across some issues that I need to investigate and verify. However, I have found some potential drawbacks that I hope will be addressed or due to my misunderstanding. I've looked through the latest rule updates and didn't see them there, but I'll admit I see more
than Mark was saying with relearning a system 12 months later as some of these updates are quite important (I'm looking at heritage feats). thies).
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